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Dear Hong Kong Goverment,
First of all, I would like to say thank you about your hard working for
keeping this city (Hong Kong, my home) which is famous and strong
economy,but every single thing does have their own shortcoming. For our
home (Hong Kong), air and water pollution is very serious problem for
our living and our future of Hong Kong.
Since the project is about clean harbour of Hong Kong this time, I
would like to support your idea of the second project for clean harbour.
Since our Victoria Harbour is natural harbour. We should spend our time
and invest the money to protect her quality as much as we can,
otherwise, we will regret in one day for sure. Plus please dont forget
that if we didn’t have this beautiful victoria harbour in Hong Kong
area, then we would not have Today's Hong Kong (You should know what i
mean). This harbour helps us (Hong Kong citizen) and Hong Kong itself
to become international big city and high quality of our living. If we
didnt have this harbour, then all other countries (USA, GB, Japan...etc)
would not come and do business with us since 100 years ago, if these
countries didnt come, then we would not have Today's Hong Kong. Please
take this pollution problem seriously.
As we all know, Hong Kong's economy is not going so well in these few
years, but Hong Kong goverment still helping and supporting us a lot
such as our education and our living needs, so we should help HK
goverment this time. Plus Victoria Harbour is belong to every single
Hong Kong citizen, so we should have our responsibility to protect our
harbour. The best way for us to help Hong Kong goverment, which is
increase the "Polluter Pays Principle". Right now, I am going to answer
you the question which you asked on cleanharbour website.
Question #1- I totally agree Question #2- I would say Both HATS stage
2A and 2B process together, so it will improve our water quality faster
Question #3- Total agree, we should pay what we spend.
Before I finish this email, I would like to beg Hong Kong goverment put
more time and money to improve our water and air quality. I really miss
20 years ago of Hong Kong. It was clean and fresh air.
Wish you the best and I will always support Hong Kong goverment,
Ken Wong

